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RELATIVE LOADING ON BIPLANE WINGS
By W.mrm S. DmHL
SUMMARY
It is shown that the lijt coe@i.ents of the indimkbud
wing8 of a bipiiwu are @en ~
CLU=CL+ ACLU
and
c.= = CL – ACLL
Wh9e C.u, (?LLj ad C. are the @ coe~nia for
apjcer wing, 10WWwing, and biplane, reqectwely.
“ l% the upper wing it h shown that
ACLU = Kl+ K2CL
the
KI and K, beingfunctti of gap/chord,stagger, aaped
ratio, deca.lage,overhangand wing thtikn.ws. The com-
bination of existing biplam theory and experimental
data supply cumtx from which Kl and K, can eamly
be determined for any biplaw. This &h the de-
signer to cakul.ate &h remonable accuracy the relatwe
loadingfor any condition of$ight.
INTRODUCI’ION
The accuracy of a biplane stress analysis depends
grently on the accuracy with which the loads on each
wing cnn be determined. The division of the load
between biplane winga has usually been determined in
the current stress analysis methods from a chart
~giving the “relative efficiency” as a function of
gap/chord ratio and stagger. This “relative efficiency”
or ratio of the lift coefficient of the upper wing to lift
coefficient of the lower wing has been based on the
average values at high lift coefficients and therefore
does not necessmily hold true for all lift coefficients.
Recent improvements in stress analysis methods have
made it necessary to revise and to extend the loading
curves to cover all conditions of flight. This paper
is concerned with a study of existing biplane data
in connection with such a revision.
A survey of theoretical biplane data, in which num-
erous comparisons were made between observed and
calculated lift curves, showed that while the agreement
between theory and experiment is rei~onably close,
the theoretical methods do not appear entirely satis-
factory except at moderate lift coefficients. By com-
bining the experimental and theoretical data, however,
t is possible to derive a series of curves from which
ihelift curves of the individual wings of a biplane may
]e obtained.
BIPLANE THEORY
The first important contribution to biplane theory
iras due to Betz (reference 1). This theory was
daborated by Fuchs’ (reference 3), and is given in its
final form by Fuchs and Hopf in chapter IV of their
book Aerodynti (reference 4). Denoting the upper
md lower wing by the subscripts U and L, respectively,
the lift equations are
dC.L
@L= – ~:r~L CLUCLL
()
–~(Y+K)&C’L. ~ O)
p ‘L CLLCLU+ AT“LU” + 27 m
dCLu
()
= (V–K) &LCLL ~ (2)
Where S is area and b the span. ~, U,and K are functions
of gap ~, wing span and stagger /3. If we let
bu+bL d ~2=bu–bL
“=7iT~ ~-
Then
M- P(h) – m) (3)
v= L(AJ—J&) (4)
and
K= K(kJ — K(~j) (5)
That is, the value of V, u or K for a given biplane is the
difference between the valuea for Xl and X2.
The variations of p, V,and Kwith A are given by the .
relations
w(~) ‘COS ~ [(1 + X2 COY ~)lfl– 1] (6)
+ loge
(l+sinp)~
sinp+Jl+x*cos*p
(7)
values of P(X), v(X) and K (X) from the above equa-
tiOJIS are plotted in figures 1, 2, and 3. /c(X) and v(X)
vary with stagger but K(X) ia independent of stagger.
Since stagger varies with angle of attack it will be
found more convenient and more accurate to read
values of P(X) and V(X)at some particular stagger and
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then apply a correction for the st~er correspon~
to each angle of attack. Figure 4 gives the varia-
tion of ~(h) with staggar in terms of the value of p(~)
for zwo stagger. Figure 5 gives the variation oj
p(~) witli stagger in terms of the value of V(A)for 30’
stagger. The angle of stagger is to be mensured be-
tween the lift direction and the line connecting the
one third chord points (measured from the leading
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FIGURE 2-? (A) h –kP--z (A) forq#.
edge) of the upper and lower wings. Stagger is posi-
tive when the third point in the upper wing is ahead
of the lower wing.
Physically, p(k) is a factor which takes care of the
velocity change due to the presence of each wing,
while P(X) and X(X) factors which allow for change in
angle of attack due to the deflection of the air flow in
the neighborhood of each wing.
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Equation (1) gives the change in the lift coefficient
of the lower wing due to the premnce of the upper
wing. Equation (2) gives the change in the lift
coefficient of the upper wing to the presence of the
lower wing. Similar equations for the change in drag
coefficients are given in reference 4, as follows:
Munk also finds the additional lift coefficient due to
decalage of +6 as:
A(?L= +2iT ~BO(l +2d)3 (12)
where BJ1 + 2d) is a factor obtained in his integration
of the flow components. BO(1+ 203 is given ~ a
function of gap/chord ratio as follows:
GIG 2.02 1.46 1.11 .98 .79 .64 .56 .46 .39
B.(l+@ 1.03 1.06 1.101.121.191.251.30 1.381.48
These values are plotted in figure 7.
M_Wkan’s treatment of the biplme theory (reference
7), is along lines very similar to that used in reference 4,
but extending the theo~. The resulting equations
appear to give somewhat better agreement with test
data than is obtained with the previous methods, but
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Munk, in reference 5, derives comparatively simple
formulas for the biplane. He &da that the additional
lift coefficient of staggered wings is
(11)
where S is the total area, s the stagger, b the span,
c the chord, k the equivalent monoplane span factor,
and R a distance used in calculating the induced
b(l )downwash. Munk gives ~ ~ – 0.5 aa a function of
the ratio of gap to span @/b. His tabulated values
have been plotted in @-me 6.
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it is very diilicult for an enginem to follow the steps
required in a typical calculation.
“It is proposed to show how the foregoing theory may
be used with test data in the derivation of working
charts for routine use.
I. SIMPLE BIPLANES
It is desirable for the present to consider the simplest
form of biplane in which the wings are of same chord
and span, and to study the effect of stagger. The
effect of unequal chords, decalage, and overhang can
be considered later.
Equation (11) is equivalent to a statement that the
lift coe5cient of the upper ming (or lower wing) diffem
from that of the biplane by an amount depending
directly on the bipkme lift coe5cient. That is,
C=u= CL* ACL (13)
or
CLL=c.~ Ac’ (13a)
K1 and Kg being fimctions of gap/chord, stagger,
decalage, overhang and wing thiclmeas. The observed
variation of K2 with these factora is in surprisingly
good agreement with the wing theory and in particular
with the valuea given by Munk’s equations, as will be
shown later. The presence of the constant K1 for
biplanes wiilwut decahge is not indicated by esisting
theory but these data have been shown to Dr. Munk,
who suggests that K1 is due to the Venturi effect be-
tween the wings. In the case of the orthogonal biplane
a simple integration of the flow between the wings on
this basis gives a reduction in pressure of the order
required by the average value of K1.
Assuming that K1 is due to the Venturi effect it
should vary with the restriction, or the ratio of wing
thickness to gap t/@,and with stagger. Table VI con-
tains the results of an analysis on this basis of teat data
in which the stagger was varied with gap/chord con-
stant. The iifth column of this table is the value of K
ACL varying with stagger and gap/span ratio as I for zero stagger and the sixth column is the slope of K;
indicated by equation (11) and figure 6.
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In order to verify the relation of equation (13), data
from a number of biplane tests have been analyzed by
the method illustrated in table I. The values of ACLU
so obtained have been plotted against the biplane lift
coefficient as in figure 8. In all cases the values of
ACLU have shown a linear relation with CL. The teat
data and calculations are too extensive for inclusion in
this report but the equations of the lines are given in
tables II to V inclusive. An inspection of these equa-
tions shows several outstanding facts, the most im-
portant of which is that the value of ACLUhas the
general form
ACLU=K1+KZCL (14)
when plotted against stagger. The values of K1 for
zero stagger are plotted in figure 9 and a probable
curve is drawn through the points which are fairly
consistent. Values of AKJ& from column 6 of table
VI are plotted on figure 10. As might be expected, the
scattering of the points is greater here than in figure 9
since the &ilicuI@- of eliminating decahge is greater
when stagger is present. It should be noted that the
values of K1 are quite small and correspond to an
angular change of less than one half a degree, so that
the usual error in measuring the alignment may be-
come a relatively large item. The value of Ki is ~
greatly aflected by decalage, as will be shown later.
It would be highly de&able to determine the.curve of
figure 10 accurately by special wind-tunnel tests.
EFFECI’ OF GAP/CHORD ON THE COEFFICIENT Kz
Munk’s relation, equation (11), indicates that lG
varies with the ratios of gap/span and stagger/chord.
Although the ratio of gap/span offers some advantage
with no diihculties, the ratio of gap/chord is easier
to visualize and the latter will, therefore, be used
to study the effect of stagger. Table VII contains
calculations for a set of typical curves showing the
variation of Kz with gap/chord. These curves are
plotted as solid lines on figure 11. They are obtained
()by taking thevaluea of; ~– 0.5 relative to the value
for gap/chord =1.00 and assuming values of K, for
this condition. Observed values of K* for varying
gap/chord with constant stagger, from tables II to V,
are connected by broken lines in each series in the
plotting on figure 11. The observed variation of
K, with gap/chord is seen to be in excellent agreement
with Munk’s theoretical analysis. A set of correction
curves may now be prepared from figure 6 and table
WI for use in reducing observed values of K, to
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gap/chord = 1.00 and thereby separating the effect of
gap/chord and stagger. The calculations are given
in table VIII. I?or each assumed ratio of span to
chord, the values of gap/span are calculated from the
first column valuea of gap/chord. The factor Z’= ~
()
~-0.5 is then read from figure 6. These values are
then taken relative to the value for b= 6C and
gap/chord = 1.00, for which F.= 0.675 from figure 6.
36
The ratios are then multiplied by ~ as required by
()c
equation (11). The remlting values which are plotted
on figure” 12, show the relative variation of Kt with
gap/chord.
EFFECT OF STAGGER ON THE COEFFICIENT K,
Stagger may be given in terms of its ratio to either
gap or chord, or in degrees. It should be measured
from the line connecting the forward third points on
the chords and in a fore and aft vertical plane. The
true stagger varies with angle of attack but that
given in the tabulation of data is usually measured
from the zero angle of attack. In plotting up test
data on wideIy diflerent sections it was found that
very much better agreement was obtained by using
the stagger measured at the zero lift attitude. This
may be called the “effective stagger.” The eiTective
stagger will therefore be used.
Observed values ~f K, horn the tests with varying
stagger listed in tables II to V have been collected in
table IX and corrected to gap/chord= 1.00 by use of
the curves of figure 12. The corrected values have
been plotted on figure 13. With the exception of
points at negative stagger and for low gap/chord
ratios, the value of KS for gap/chord= 1.00 is given
satisfactorily by the linear relation
K,= 0.050+ 0.17~c (15)
where s/c is tlm basic stagger measured at zero lift.
The deviations of the points from this line are due
partially to experimental errors and partially to the
difEicul@ h determining the direction of the lines
horn which K2 is read on the original plots of ACLu
—. u -- ..4. -— —
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second case, the agreement is exact from 0.75 to 1.60,
but the results for gap/chord ratio 0.5 deviate from
the general curve. The theory can therefore be
regarded as quite satisfactory in all practical appli-
cations. The deviation at the smallest gap implies
that the theory must be examined more accurately
in this case. In developing the theory it has been
assumed that one wing may be treated aa a lifting line
as regards its influence on the other wing, and this
assumption probably breaks down when the gap
becomes as small as one half of the chord.” Glrmert
also states in reference 6, “It will be noticed that the
calculated valuea are in good agreement with the
observed values for positive angles of stagger, but
that there is a deiinite discreptmcy in the case of
negative stagger, for which no explanation has been
I found as yet.”
Raiio,.&d
Flmzm Xz.-variatfmofIzjwithgaphlmzd.
against CL, of which figure 8 has been given as an
example. This uncertainty is, in general, of the order
of 0.01 in the value of K1. With this in mind the
agreement is quite satisfactory.
In connection with the scattering of the points for
low ratios of gap/chord, Glaimrt states in reference 6,
“In the first case, exact agreemant is obtained for
gap/chord ratios ranging from 0.67 to 2.33. In the
It is fortunate that the interest in low gaplchord
values and negative stagger is academic at present.
There is some question, however, as to whether a
biplane with small stagger at positive lifts acts like a
biplane with negative stagger at negative lifts. No
biplane tests covering the negative range are available
to decide this Point. Most of the available data, con-
densed in tabl& II ti V, are not carried very far below
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zero lift. Those that do extend to, say, CL= – 0.30
show no change in the value of Kz. I?igure 13 indicatea
that there should be no change for small negative
staggers, but this point cannot be detemnined without
a revision of the theory and special tests.
II. BIPLANES WITH DECALAGE
Decalage has been defied as the acute angle between
the wing chords of a biplane. This is equivalent to the
Rawm 13.—Vruiatlonofx~ with_ for *-I.@J. Bfsd on the effw~ve
sbgmr at zeroM.
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difference between the angles of incidence of the upper
and lower wings. There h some confusion regarding
the sign of the decalage, but the weight of authority
and usage favors the definition of positive decalage for
the lower wing at a positive angle with respect to the
upper wing so that the chord lines of the upper and
lower wings intersect forward of the leading edge.
The great iufluence of decalage on lift distribution
and stabili~ has not been fully appreciated by air-
40708-3-19
plane designers. The definitions have been based on
geometrical angles, which may be mislead@. For
the purpose of this study it is necessary to use aero-
dynamic decalage measured from the zero lift direc-
tions in the upper and lower tving, and not from the
chord lines. The decalage will be considered positive
when the zero lift direction Iinea intersect forward of
the leading edge. The zero lift direction for each wing
is further defied as the direction of the relative wind
for zero lift on that wing.
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According to Munk, equation (12), the effect o~
decalage is to change the lift coefficients of the individ-
ual wings by an equal and opposite increment which is
a function of the gap/chord ratio and directly propor-
tiomd to the decalage angle. That is, the chief effect
of decalage is to change the vilue of KI in equaticii
(14).
The factor B. (1+ 2d) in equation (12) has been
given in @e 7. T& maybe replotted to give values
of B. (1+ M) relati~e to the value for gap/chord= 1.00,
as in figure 14. Tlus form is convenient for comparing
the theoretical and the observed variation in KI.
-.-. -.— . . .. _.. _ .---— .. . .
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Figure 15 is a plot of the values of KI against deca-
lage from Munk’s tests abstracted in table V. Data
from Mock’s tests (reference 14) are plotted on figure
16. In figure 15 the slope of the lines are as follows:
Gap AK,
Chord Stagger —A6
1.00 -0 –. 0635
1.00 .50 –. 0635
.67 0 –. 071
.67 .50 –. 071
AK,
Mock’s tests (fig. 16) give ~= – .063 for gap~
chord =1.00. Muuk’s test data -show that stagger
does not atkt the value of ~.
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Figure 17 shows a curve similar to figure 14 derived
AK,
by assuming ~= – .063 at gap/chord= 1.00.
Munk’s points obviously lie on a similar curve passing
through &—= – .0635 at gap/chord= 1.00. The ob-
served effect of decalage appeara to follow very closely
the theoretical effect predicted by Munk>s equation.
The effect of decalage on K, is not covered by the
theory but it is too great to be neglected. Values of
K, for various decalage angles, as obtained from Mock’s
tests in reference 14, have been given on figure 16.
A similar plot from Munk’s data in table V is given on
figure 18. The effect appearaindependent of gap/chord
and stagger and is linear with decalage, the uniform
Slopw giving .-.
Q$Q=O.0186 (16)
Decalage therefore afhcts both El and KS in equn-
tion (14), the effect on KI being given by figure 17 and
the effect on K, by equation (16).
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III. BJJ?LANES WITH OVBRHANG
Overhang is defined as the ratio of the diilerence in
wing spans to the span of the upper wing and is posi-
tive when the upper span is the greater. Overhang is
usually given in percent of the upper wing span, or
bu–b~
Overhang percent = 100 ~
where bu and b~ are the spans of the upper and lower
w@ga, respectively.
Limited tests on the effect of overhang aregiven in
~eference 13. These data are abstracted in table X
and plotted on figure 19. The effect is surprisingly
large. Calculations have been made by equations (1)
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and (2) in order to check this point. These calcu-
lations are too long to be given in full, but thefollowing
results were obtained:
Ormur
– 20 – 0:25 + 0?092
o – 0.017 +0.101
+20 –0.017 +0.100
+40 –0.014 +0.081
50 – 0.012 + 0.074
67 – 0.007 + 0.054
These are compared with the observed valuea of KI
rmd K2 on figure 20. The agreement is not entirely
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mtisfactoryj although there is less difference than
appears from a casual inspection of the curves. In
the tirst place, the existence of the term K’l is not
predicted directly by the theory, equations (1) and
(2) or (11). The valuea of K, given above have been
obtained by extrapolating the lift curves through zero
lift. Consequently, the fact that the values of KI
so found are of the order obtained by wind-tunnel
test is about all that can be espected. On the other
hand, K2 can be determined with better accuracy than
Kl, so that the difference between theory tmd experi-
ment ia here of more importance. It appears highly
desirable that special teats be made on biplanes with
overhang to investigate these differences. In the
meanwhile, the values of K1 and Kz for biplanes with
overhang are probably best obt&ned from a contour
plotting as in figure 21, -whichis based on the experim-
ental values in table X. In using this plot the valuea
Per cent overhcmg =IW ~
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of K1 and Kg are determined fit for a biplane without
overhang but with the same stagger, gap and decalage
as for the biplane in question. Spottingt,hwepo~~
at zero overhrmg on figure 21, the corresponding point .
at the desired overhang will lie on curve shhilar to those
given.
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION
The relative lift of the wings of any biplane may
now be calculated from
CLU= c. =tACLU (17)
CLL= CL~ AC== (17a)
where CL, CLU,and CLLare the lift coefficients for the
biplane, the upper wing, and the lower wing, respec-
tively.
It has been shown that
ACLU=Kl +K2CL (14)
where K1 and K2 are functions of gap/chord, stagger,
decalage, overhang, and wing thiclmess. 111is numer-
ically the lift coefficient on the upper wing when the
biplane lift is zero, while K2 determines the slope of the
lift curve of the upper wing relative to that of the
biplane. When the upper and lower wings are of
equal area, the increments ACLUand ACLLare equal
and of opposite sign. When the areas are unequal the
increments are invemely proportional to the relative
areas and of opposite sign. In any case:
Su
ACLLu – ACLugL (18)
where SWand SL are the areas of the upper and lower
figs. It should be noted that ACLLis usually nega-
tive in equation (17a).
A convenient procedure for calculating ACLUis as
follows:
1. Tabulate the average values of the ratios;
maximum wing thicknws tH—
chord c
gap Q— ._
chord c
stagger 8
a“;
Use the average gap and average stagger with
an average chord defied by
LS.CU+ SLCLc= 1where Cu and CL are theu+&
chords of the upper and lower wings.
With tapered wings the weighted average chord
of each wing should be used.
The effective stagger measured at zero lift from
the third chord points must be used.
2. Calculate the ratio-
3.
4.
maximum wing thiclmem tt(?
gap ‘Q-i’%
C,dculate the overhang if present by
[1bu– bLoverhang = 100 —bu
where bu and bLare the actual spans of the upper
and lower wings without reduction for fuselage
or nacelle blanketing.
CalcuIate KI horn KI =K,,+K,, +K,,+K,, (19)
Where KIO is the value of K1 for the equal &ng
orthogonal arrangement without decalage or overhang
w read horn figure 9,Ku is the change in K1 due to
stagger, Ku is the change in K1 due to decalage and
& is the change in K1 due to overhang. The actu~
value of Kla is not determined directly since it is easier
to pass ilom the value of K1 with no overhrmg to the
value of K1 with overhang as will be explained later.
The values of KIO, K,l, and Ku are detmnined as
follows:
K,o: This is plotted as a function of t/(3 in figure 9;
Kll: This is obtained from figure 10 wheie AKJS is
plotted against t/(7and
K AK,
11-— 8
8
(20)
K1l-is negative with negative stagger.
Ku: The effect of decalage is to change K1 in a linear
relation:
AK,
()
Ku= ~ i3° (21)
(–)AKI6 varies with gap~chord asshown on fig-
ure 17. It has an average value of about
– 0.063, so that negative decalage, where the
incidence of the lower wing is less than the
incidence of the upper wing, gives a positive
Kla which increases K1.
K,a: The actual value of KISneed not be obtained,
since it is more convenient to correct for over-
hang by the use of figure 21, and pass directly
from the value of K1 with no overhang to the
value of K1 with overhang. The value of K1
with no overhang is the sum of KIO+ K,l + K,2.
This value may be spotted at zero overhang
on the lower set of curves on figure 21. A
curve similar to those given and passing
through this point gives the value of K, at
any other overhmg as desired. It is unnec-
essary to draw the curve since the interpola-
tion may be made visually with sticient
accuracy. For example, assume that with-
out overhmg K1=KIO+K1l +Ku = – 0.030,
then for +20 percent overhang Ki = – 0.050
as indicated on the lightly dotted curve.
5. Calculate K2 horn
K,= (Ka)F+Ku +Kn (22)
Where Kn is the value of KS for the desired stagger at
gap/chord -1.00, F2is a correction factor for gap/chord
and aspect ratio, Kmis the change in Kz due to decalage
and K= is the change in K2 due to overhang. The
values of these factora are determined as follows:
Km: The effect of stagger, is either read from figure
13 or obtained from the equation
Ka=0.050+0.17; (15a)
F*, the effect of gap/chord and aspect ratio
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on Kz, is obtained from figure 12. h using
this figure, the average aspect ratio of the two
- must be used, and not the effective
aspect ratio of the combination.
KSI: The effect of decalage is obtied from equation
(16) in the form
Kz, u + 0.0186& (16a)
where 8 is the angle of decalage in de.gees
with its positive or negative sign. ~ositive
decalage increases KS, negative decalage
decreases Ki.
K22: The effect of overhang. This is obttied
indirectly by the same procedure used for
KIS. The value of Kj without overhmg is
Kz = (K20) F+K,*. This value is spotted at
zero overhang on @gure 21 and a line traced
through it fo~owing the trend of the upper
set of curves. This line gives the corrected
value of KP at the desired overhang.
The relative unit lift or efficiency of the upper and
lower wings of a biplane is defined by the ratio
(23)
which is now readily calculated. Obviously, e will
vw over wide limits and in general it will become
iniln.ite at or near zero lift for the cellule. Auy
method that works directly vcith the ratio e must
become unmanageable in the region of zero lift. The
method here developed gives definite lift coefficients
for any condition.
For the normql biplane, upper and lower wing of
equal areas, with moderate stagger but without deca-
lage, the values of K, and K, in equation (14) maybe
of the order of – O.O2Oand +0.120, respectively.
That is,
ACLU= –0.020+ 0.120CL
and Ac=L=–ACLU= +0.020– 0.120 CL
so that equations (17) and (17a) would be
C.U= 1.12 c.– 0.020
and C.L= 0.88c.+ 0.020
When CL= Ofor this biplane C&= – 0.020,
and C..= +0.020 giving e= – 1.00.
If CLE + 0.01785, CLU=Oand C~L= + 0.0357
giv&o e=O. If CL= – 0.0228, CLU=– 0.0456 and
CLL=O giving e=–-. At negative values of C.
below – 0.0228, e will again be positive. Since the
vertical location of the aerodynamic mean chord
depends on the value of e, it is obvious that the vertical
location of the mean chord is a function of the lift
coefficient. It therefore follows that biplane arrange-
ments hav@ positive or very small negative values
of K1 tend to give a high location for the mean chord
at low lift coefficients, which tends to improve the static
longitudinal stability. This is one method of explaining
the improvement in longitudinal stability due to
negative decalage. .
The steps involved in the calculation of U.u and OLL
may perhaps be clarified by a numerical example. .
Assume a biplane with the following characteristics:
Upper wing: span &=140 feet, chord= 6 feet,
area &=230 square feet.
Lower wing: span b.= 36 feet, chord= 5 feet,
mea &= 170 square feet.
Mean gap: (7= 70 inches.
Chord (weighted average) c-67 inches.
Stagger measured on leading edge at zero lift= 34
inches.
Stagger measured on the % chord points at zero lift
8=30 inches.
No decalage 6= OO.
W~ section Clark Y.
Then
~=0.117 for Clark Y
gap
=-:=7; =1.045 .
wing thicknes9_ t 0.117
—— .
gap –Q– ~.045 0.112
stagger
=~=3~-o.44ac68
bU– h +10 percentoverhang =100 —=bu
KI is now found as follows:
From figure 9, K,o= – 0.023.
‘1 0.038, hence,From figure 10, ~=
KI, =0.038X0.44= +0.017
K,Z=O since 8=0°
- KIO+KII +K1z =. . – 0.023+ 0.017= – 0.006
From figure 21,a value of K1= – 0.006 for zero over-
hang gives KI = – 0.022 for 10 percent overhang.
Hence Kl= – 0.022.
K, is now found as follows:
From figure 13, or equation (15a)
Ka= 0.050+0.17x0.44=0.125
Since the average aspect ratio of the two wings is
[
1 (40)’+ (36)
1
—— —
2 230 170 ==~[6.95+7.62] =7.3,
the value of F from iigure 12 is F= 0.82, so that
K#= 0.125x0.103. For zero decalage KZI= O.Hence
(Kn~+K,,=0.103. From figure 21 a value of
K2=0.103 for zero overhang gives K,= 0.138 for 10
percent overhang.
The lift increment for the upper wing is
ACLU= – 0.022 +0.138~L
SWand for the lower wing it is AC5~- —M?.u
g
= – [– 0.022+ 0.138 CL] ~
= + 0.030 —0.187 CL
RELATIVE LOM)IliG ON BIHANII WINGS ‘
Hence
Cbu- CL– O.022+0.138C!
=1.138cL–0.022
and CLA=CS+0.030–0.187 CL
= 0.813 CL+ 0.030
The relative lift is
CLU 1.138cL– 0.022
e= Q‘=0.813 CL+ 0.030
CONCLUSIONS
The method here outlined for calculating the lift
coefficients of the individual wings of a biplane has
been based on a combination of theoretical and eqeri-
mental data. In some respects there is excelled
general agreement betieen. theory and experiment,
as fOllows:
la. The effect of gap/chord stagger and aspect ratio
on Kz as shown by figure 11, table IX, and
figure 13. (See equation 11.)
2a. The effect of decalage on K1 as shown by figure
17. (See equation 12.)
The experimental data are consistent and fairly com-
plete @ other items such as:
lb. The effect of wing thickness and gap/chord ratio
on K1 with zero stagger as shown by figure 9.
2b.The effect of decalage on Kj as sho~ by figures
16 and 18.
The remaining factcra that need further investigation
are:
lc. The effect of stagger on KI. Special tests to ob-
tain greater accuracy in figure 10 are highly
desirable. .
2c. The effect of overhang on K1 and K2. Special
teats to obtain greater accuracy in iigure 21
are required.
3c, The extension of test data to maximum negative
lifts. Available test data indicata no appr~
ciable change in Kz at zero lift. Special tests
should be made to investigate this effect.
Several conclusions may be drawy from a study of
the method developed in this report, in the light of the
foregoing snrnnmy.
1. The calculation of the individual wing lift coeffi-
cients is the only practical method of determin-
ing the ratio e at low lift coefficients.
2. The method here presented is not diflicult to use.
3. h general, the existing biplane theory is verified
by experiment, but f urti’er investigation is de-
sirable to cover the interaction at zero lift and
the effects of overhang.
4. Special biphme tests to cover the items listed
under lc, 2c, and 3Cabove should be made in
order to eliminate the present uncertainty in
these items.
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